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USE OF A PYROTECHNIC SEPARATOR FOR VOLTAGE REDUCTION IN THE ISOLATED CIRCUIT
Technical task:
The task of the technical innovation lies in the optimization of the voltage reduction
of a separate circuit in electric vehicles, especially in crash situations.
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Advantages:
<< A fast, simple and more cost-effective realization of a discharge circuit for compliance with the approval-relevant requirements.
Possible application:
<< Can be used in vehicles with HV batteries.

Technische Neuerung

Initial situation:
In crash situations in which the HV system can be damaged, it is necessary to safely
disconnect the HV sources from the HV DC link (circuit) and discharge the HV DC
link to a non-contact hazardous voltage position.
A discharge of the HV intermediate circuit must be successfully completed within 5
seconds (<60V DC and <30V AC).
For the separation of HV sources from the HV intermediate circuit, pyrotechnic separating elements have been developed which can separate current-carrying lines with
the aid of a propellant charge.
Advantage of the pyrotechnic separation elements over the conventional separation
elements is the safe separation even at high currents and the high speed with the HV
sources can be separated.
Use cases of pyrotechnic separators in HV systems include:
- Use as a separating element in crash situations, fast disconnection of HV sources
under load from the HV intermediate circuit
- Use as a fuse replacement, triggering the pyrotechnic separation elements in the
event of short circuits
Discharge circuits in HV components are currently provided for the authorization-relevant discharging of the HV system, which can ensure a discharge of the HV intermediate circuit to a non-contact dangerous voltage within 5 seconds on the vehicle
level.
The discharge circuits can discharge the HV link only when all HV sources are disconnected. As this does not always happen in case of a crash (timing)
can be ensured, these discharge circuits must be dimensioned accordingly.
Lösung:
The technical innovation describes an extension of the pyrotechnic separation elements to an unloading device. The discharge device can be realized, for example via
a shorting bridge, a resistance or any other discharge. The discharge device can be
designed so that voltages between all potentials can be reduced.
Examples of the technical implementation are explained below with the accompanying pictures.
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